
Lack of unaffordable housing is creating issues our society, people who can’t afford house they 
live in slum in cities that is also creating issue because of that social inbalance is creasing in our 
societies especially in third world country. My approach is that low cost housing some time also 
create social imbalance in society because construction technique and finish form of that 
structure are not relevant of that area. It is also develop psyche of that resident that you are 
lower part of society and you deserve only this. 

So my approach is that low cost should be relevant of that society the architecture language 
should not too much change otherwise is also leading the social imbalance in our society.the 
low cost resident has equal respect like the person who can afford expensive house socially 
both are equal. So here I got my concept “EQUALITY”. 

Working on equality so try to implement my concept on three stages 

 1. Master planning 

2. Form  

3. Finish form of structure 

1. I try to implement my concept on master planning I had worked on different shape and ratio 
finally I got my shape that is square. All dimensions of square of square are equality so its also 
represent equality. I used square shape as a metaphor for my concept. I make square shape 
cluster of eight houses which has square courtyard in centre this court bound all eight houses 
and their people.  

Pakistan the which has small houses they have very nice culture people are live together then 
usually sit outside with other people of society share their experiences their problem also share 
food celebrate their event together in winter people sit around fire the whole gali(lane) of 
house work as one house that is very nice thing of Pakistan’s culture .that thing very important 
for old people they can easily pass their time with their fellows. It also helps to release stress 
from life. So they centre courtyard between bunch of eight houses enhance that culture and it 
will bound all eight houses where people can sit together they can celebrate their events etc.  

So square courtyard also represent equality. The corner plot shape is also square the whole 
cluster major division based on square that also enhance the concept the beauty of cluster and 
cluster pattern is derive from traditional motive design where one repeated shape combine 
together and form large foam which is also give cluster and master planning traditional look. 

2. I also apply my concept in form here I use symmetry for represent equality, symmetry of my 
form metaphorically represent equality. The whole form of my cluster is symmetrical where on 



corner side I have two story houses in centre between one story house is placed that’s repeats 
all side any symmetrical form to my cluster. 

3. normally rcc structure are use in site some time people use red brick  and other cement block 
but are not good for that environment. In rahim yar khan we have hot environment in summer 
temperature became 44c both brick and block has bad insulation property.rcc structure are 
very expensive it is difficult to lower income group to effort that so I try to apply construction 
technique is according to environment  cheap and look alike common constructions which is 
already present at their. 

I bamboo used bamboo for roof and wall which is fixed in R.C.C column an beam that give 
bamboo stability. For wall I used bamboo which is fixed in foundation and beam on both side of 
i used mesh(curling mesh) which is fixed in bamboo in between I have Styrofoam food 
container which easily available in market and we can also use used styro foam container it will 
be more cheaper. Styrofoam container filled with mixture of straw little mud straw are cheap at 
their because it is agriculture area. When we will fill mud and straw in container and bind it and 
left it for at least 1 day it will little solid and it will give best insulation I put these container 
between two mesh which is fixed on bamboo and start plastering on it mesh will give enough 
stability to plaster and styro foam block give best and cheap insulation which helps to keep 
building cool and safe it from hot environment. 

Same detailed follow on roof but bamboo quantity increase we place bamboo on gap of 1 ½’ on 
both direction length and width and use same detail on it. Using bamboo instead of steel 
reinforced will make house 40% cheaper and that detail also very weight and well insulated. 

For two story house first floor slab detail different because it has extra load above given detail 
will not good for first floor slab here I use T steel bar with precast slab it also cheaper than rcc 
slab because there is no need of sheltering for upper roof same bamboo roof detail follow 
because that roof has no live load so it work as shelter all structure based R.C.C column and 
beam which make structure disaster resilient wall and roof has bamboo detail. Finish form of 
that detail similar like other construction technique so both look same it also fulfill the concept 
of equality  visually and prevent social imbalance visually. But it is more cheaper. 

Rahim yar khan has hot weather so I used wind catcher to cool down house. Site has very 
unstable wind direction so I place cone shape wooden frame on top of wind catcher and left 
open all four sides so whatever the wind direction wind catcher take wind. i place a water pot 
in wind catcher and put vine on that which grow in water so water in pot will cool down the air 
and vine will provide oxygen so cool and fresh air will come in. a open opening will give first 
floor cool air then remaining air come down at the bottom of wind catcher I place rain water 
storage water tank so air come in contact and further cool down and enter ground floor room 



with inlet which is placed other side of tank. On top of window I have ventilators that will 
release hot year outside cool air and fresh air come in from wind catcher system house 
incorporate with stack effect through wind catchers. Whole details of that system can be seen 
in section and elevation.  
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